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AbstrAct
Equitable Land Holdings, in compliance with the City of San Antonio’s Unified Development 
Code, proposes to develop a 303-acre parcel of land in western Bexar County, San Antonio, 
Texas. Because the project is on private land, neither the Antiquities Code of Texas or Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act applies.  
The project area is defined by the boundaries of the 303-acre property located on the west bank 
of Potranco Creek, approximately 500 meters west of Grosenbacher Road. All archeological 
work performed during this survey adhered to the archeological survey standards developed 
by the Texas Historical Commission (THC) and the Council of Texas Archeologists (CTA) for 
surveys in Texas. This work included a pedestrian survey, 83 shovel tests, and four backhoe 
trenches. Two new archeological sites were recorded as a result of survey efforts. Site 41BX2063 
is a large lithic procurement area and very sparse artifact scatter, with three associated Isolated 
Occurrences found just outside site boundaries. These associated artifacts are redeposits from 
plowing activity. The second site, 41BX2064, is a burned rock surface scatter and possible 
subsurface burned rock feature likely representing a small prehistoric occupation site. Evidence 
of 41BX2064 was located in two of the four backhoe trenches (Backhoe Trenches 3 and 4), and 
was destroyed during its identification and documentation. Neither site is considered to have 
any research potential, therefore, neither is recommended as eligible for National Register of 
Historic Places or State Antiquities Landmark listing. 
All notes, records, and documents from this project will be permanently held at AmaTerra in 
Austin, Texas. This report documents the results of the investigations and recommends that no 
additional archeological work is warranted for the proposed project to proceed. 
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In December 2014, AmaTerra Environmental, Inc (AmaTerra) conducted an archeological 
survey on a 303-acre property under the City of San Antonio’s (COSA) Unified Development 
Code (UDC) located west of Grosenbacher Road in western Bexar County, Texas (Figure 1). 
The project area is located in a rural area, utilized mostly as pasture with some heavy agricultural 
development having been conducted in the recent past. Potranco Creek forms the boundary on 
the east, while the south, west, and northern boundaries are bounded by private property. The 
project area is located entirely within private property. The project area is defined as the entire 
parcel, measuring approximately 1,900 meters (m; 6,233 ft) from north to south and 1,170 
m (3,839 ft) east to west at its widest point, for a total area of approximately 303 acres. The 
current owner of the property, Equitable Land Holdings, proposes to develop the parcel for a 
residential community.
The survey was undertaken in compliance with the City of San Antonio’s (COSA) Unified 
Development Code (UDC) that requires review by the COSA Office of Historic Preservation 
(OHP) of any property within the COSA Extra Territorial Jurisdiction (ETJ) prior to development. 
Since the project area consists of privately owned land, neither the Antiquities Code of Texas 
nor Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act applies. However, all archeological 
work performed during this survey adhered to the archeological survey standards developed 
by the Texas Historical Commission (THC) and the Council of Texas Archeologists (CTA) for 
conducting 100 percent intensive area surveys in Texas. These standards require one shovel test 
every three acres for projects of 100 acres or larger. Since this project area covers 303 acres, 
a total of 101 shovel tests would have been required. However, at least a third (100+ acres) of 
the property has been heavily disturbed. Furthermore, the proposed development would only 
directly impact 75 percent of the 303-acre tract. Therefore, archeologists determined only 83 
shovel tests were necessary in order to properly evaluate the parcel. Additionally, four backhoe 
trenches were placed near Potranco Creek where buried utility lines are proposed.
The object of the archeological survey was to identify, document, and assess archeological 
resources that could be impacted by the proposed improvements. Investigators assessed all 
cultural resources for their potential research significance and recommended them for eligibility 
as local San Antonio landmarks, as well as State Antiquities Landmarks (SALs).
Subsurface testing documented deep clays in the central, southern, and eastern portions of the 
parcel. The northwestern area contained shallow, deflated soils over bedrock. In the southern 
area, a large chert cobble field was observed representing a likely lithic procurement area. This 
field was recorded as Site 41BX2063. Backhoe trenching along the creek revealed possible 
burned rock features in Backhoe Trench 3 (BHT 3) and a possible feature remnant and pit in 
Backhoe Trench 4 (BHT 4). These features were recorded as Site 41BX2064.
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Figure 1. Project Location.
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Work was conducted over three days in December of 2014. Weather conditions varied from 
ideal to very wet. Rain prevented work during one half day of the survey; however, this did not 
delay project completion. 
Rachel Feit functioned as Principal Investigator, Bruce Darnell and Travis Cornish conducted 
field investigations, and Bruce Darnell wrote the report. Backhoe assistance was provided 
by Thomas Calderon of T. Calderon Trucking. Remaining sections of this report detail the 
environmental and cultural background of the project area, field methods used, results of 
investigations, and conclusions. While two new sites were recorded, no cultural material 
was collected. Instead, all material was photographed on site and returned to its original find 
location. Field forms generated during this project will be permanently housed at AmaTerra in 
Austin, Texas. 
This report is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the project introduction and 
general setting. Chapter 2 includes a discussion of the environmental setting, while Chapter 3 
deals with the cultural background. The methodology and results are discussed in Chapter 4, 
and Chapter 5 provides the summary and recommendations. 
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The project area lies within the Blackland Belt of the Interior Gulf Coastal Plain physiographic 
province of Texas (see Figure 1). This area is characterized by rolling to level topography with 
soils that include clay, loam, sand and gravel. According to Wermund (2014), this underlying 
geology consists of uncemented sandy ridges intermixed with shale. The Geologic Atlas of 
Texas indicates that geology is dominated by marls and shales of uppermost Cretaceous age 
(Navarro and Marlbrook Groups undivided) consisting of clay, sandstone, and siltstone and 
Anacacho Limestone, which is described as limestone and marl under light yellow to yellow 
brown and light grey, thick bedded clays. 
This area of Texas has a sub-humid climate as a result of moderate rainfall and fairly warm 
temperatures (Bomar 1983). The annual average rainfall for San Antonio is 29.13 inches (in.) 
of precipitation, with the rainiest months being May, June, and September (Bomar 1983). 
Typical San Antonio temperatures range from 39.0–61.7°F in January to 74.3–94.9°F in July.
2.2 bIotA
The project area traverses uplands and flood plain, as well as riparian zones. In terms of 
vegetation and wildlife habitat, the project lies within the South Texas Plains as described by 
Gould et al. (1960). Vegetation physiognomy is a patchwork of native and non-native grasses, 
interspersed with woody shrubs, chaparral brush, and woods. Low to medium tall broad-leaved 
deciduous and evergreen shrubs can be scattered singly, in groves or thickets, or as bands 
along waterways (Telfair 1999). Land-use changes have prompted a decline in many of the 
dominant native prairie grasses and brush species, allowing species such as mesquite to become 
dominant. Surveyors in December 2014 noted that vegetation is dominated by woody shrubs 
and prairie grasses. Native plant species noted during the field evaluation included mesquite, 
huisache acacia, hackberry, Texas persimmon, and Texas juniper. 
The undeveloped land surrounding the APE represents a travel corridor for occurring wildlife 
since it exhibits a generally continuous vegetation community that provides food, concealment, 
and escape cover from predators. This is rapidly changing however, as urban development 
continues. Indigenous wildlife in this area includes white-tailed deer, javelina, turkey, fox 
squirrel, jackrabbits, foxes, ring-tailed cats, skunks, opossum, bobcats, and coyotes, kestrels, 
merlins, pyrrholoxia, loggerhead shrikes, great-tailed grackles, red-tailed and red-shouldered 
hawks, and burrowing owls with seasonal migrations of various species of duck, crane, and 
goose. 
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2.3 topogrAphy And soIls
Most of the project area is fairly flat with an elevation range from 770 feet (ft) above mean 
sea level (amsl) in the south to 779 ft amsl in the north. However, the terrain rises in elevation 
in the northwest corner of the parcel to about 875 ft amsl at the top of a prominent hill which 
continues to rise northwest of the property. The lowest elevation is found along Potranco Creek 
(740 ft amsl). Generally the elevation changes are gradual with the northwest corner being an 
exception, where elevation rises steeply.
An examination of the USDA Web Soil Survey website (2014) indicates nine different soil 
associations cross the project area. These soils (in order of coverage) consist of: Lewisville 
silty clay, 1 to 3 percent slopes (LvB); Houston Black clay, 1 to 3 percent slopes (HsB); Eckrant 
cobbly clay, 1 to 5 percent slopes (TaB), Eckrant cobbly clay, 5 to 15 percent slopes (TaC); 
Whitewright-Austin complex, 1 to 5 percent slopes (BsC); Houston Black clay, 3 to 5 percent 
slopes (HuC); Tinn and Frio soils, 0 to 1 percent slopes, frequently flooded (Tf); Rock outcrop-
Olmos complex, 5 to 25 percent slopes (HgD); and Sunev clay loam, 1 to 3 percent slopes 
(VcB). Table 1 summarizes each soils associations properties.
These soils tend to range from deep to shallow with thick clays being the norm for the deeper 
soils. The deeper soils tend to be located in the central portion (the area subjected to cultivation) 
and along the creek, while the more shallow, rocky soils are found in the northwestern portions 
of the property. Investigators found that field conditions closely matched the soils projected 
by the USDA, which will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4 of this report. Soil types 
found in the central, southern, and eastern portion of the project area could potentially contain 
intact, buried cultural deposits. The thin, deflated soils to the northwest would be unlikely to 
contain buried deposits; however, the surrounding topography might have been attractive to 
prehistoric peoples and any cultural deposits or features would be visible on the surface. 
Table 1. Soil Types Encountered in the Project Area.
Soil Type Setting Parent Material Depth to Restrictive Feature Drainage Class
LvB Stream Terraces
Alluvium of quaternary age 
derived from mixed sources More than 80 inches Well drained
HsB Ridges
Clayey residuum weatherd 
from calcareous mudstone 
of upper cretaceous age
More than 80 inches Moderately well drained
TaB Ridges Residuum weathered from limestone 8–20 inches to lithic bedrock Well drained
TaC Ridges Residuum weathered limestone 8–20 inches to lithic bedrock Well drained
BsC Ridges Residuum weathered from Austin chalk formation 10–20 inches to paralithic bedrock Well drained
HuC Ridges
Clayey residuum weathered 
from calcareous mudstone 
of upper cretaceous age
More than 80 inches Moderately well drained 
Tf Flood plains Clayey alluvium of Holocene age derived from mixed sources More than 80 inches
Moderately 
well drained
HgD Ridges Calcareous loamy alluvium 4–20 inches to petrocalic Well drained
VcB Stream terraces
Loamy alluvium of quaternary age 
derived from mixed sources More than 80 inches Well drained




The project area is typically considered to be part of the South Texas Archeological Region. 
Black (1989) divided the South Texas Archeological Region into five biogeographical areas 
based on Hester’s (1981) description of prehistoric adaptation patterns in South Texas (littoral 
vs. inland). According to Black (1989), the five biogeographical areas of South Texas are as 
follows: Rio Grande Plain, Rio Grande Delta, Nueces-Guadalupe Plain, Sand Sheet, and the 
Coastal Bend. The project area lies in the Nueces-Guadalupe Plain portion of South Texas. 
These general categories, however, do not take into account the highly mobile aspect of 
prehistoric settlement and the seasonal utilization of resources that occurred among prehistoric 
Native Americans. Therefore, variations occur even within these five general regions, as well 
as similarities between other regions.
Although the South Texas plains archeological region is generally considered a distinct 
archeological entity, much of what is known of the area is in part derived from comparisons 
and extrapolation with adjacent areas that have been subjected to more intensive investigation, 
particularly the Central Texas archeological region. This chronology follows Hester’s (1995) 
utilizing the time scale Before Present (BP) with standard practice using the date January 1, 
1950, as the date recognized as the beginning of present time. Based on this time scale, the 
four prehistoric cultural periods include the Paleoindian (11,200–8000 BP), Archaic (8000–
1200 BP), Late Prehistoric (1200–400 BP), and Protohistoric (400–300 BP). Similar to the 
cultural chronology provided by the Central Texas region, these divisions are not absolute, 
but represent contrived temporal categories based on perceived cultural expressions reflected 
in lithic technology, subsistence practices, mortuary behavior, and other sorts of material 
remains. These material expressions further reflect broader patterns in the environment and 
human behavior.
The most commonly recorded sites in South Texas are open occupation sites. In some cases, 
meaningful excavation of these sites has proven to be a challenge to archeologists (Hester 1995). 
This vexing situation stems from the exclusively horizontal patterning of many open occupation 
sites in the region. These sites tend to exist as laterally extensive occupation and use area where 
temporally separated components occur on a single surface without overlapping (Hester 1995). 
Other open occupation sites, especially in upland settings, occur on stable ancient surfaces 
with very shallow or deflated cultural deposits that are sometimes impossible to conclusively 
attribute to a particular time period. Comparatively few deeply stratified occupation sites have 
been excavated in South Texas, though they do exist in active alluvial environments. Common 
site types in South Texas include lithic procurement and reduction sites, rock shelters, artifact 
caches, and burials.
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3.1 pAleoIndIAn perIod
The Paleoindian stage (11,200–8000 BP) was initially characterized throughout Texas by 
nomadic big-game hunters who heavily relied on megafauna of the Pleistocene (e.g., mammoth, 
mastodon, bison, camel, and horse) for subsistence. However, recent studies have revised this 
notion. A more accurate description of this stage is presented by Bousman et al. (1990:22): “…
this period may have seen use by small, mobile bands of nonspecialized hunters and gathers 
occasionally utilizing megafauna perhaps only as the opportunity arose.” Thus, according to 
Bousman et al. (1990), Paleoindians used a wider variety of resources than previously thought. 
Evidence of this broader resource subsistence is based on the works of Johnson (1977), Collins 
(1998:1505–1506), and Collins and Brown (2000). Johnson (1977) reviewed reports on 
numerous Paleoindian sites that indicated a range of small and medium fauna were harvested 
in addition to big game. Investigations at the Wilson-Leonard site (41WM235), the Gault site 
(41BL323), and Lubbock Lake (41LU1) provide evidence of small and medium faunal remains 
(i.e. turtle, rabbit, squirrel, snakes, gopher, and deer) associated with megafaunal remains 
(i.e. bison and mammoth) (Collins 1998:1505–1506). Another Paleolithic site, Pavo Real, is 
found not far from the project area. Dating from approximately 12,000 to 13,600 years BP, the 
Paleolithic component of Pavo Real (41BX52) represents a Clovis and Folsom age camp off of 
Leon Creek in Northwest San Antonio. Extensive excavations conducted in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s revealed an intact Paleolithic occupation that extended along the eastern bank of 
the Leon River for roughly 58 m (Henderson 2010). Clovis and Folsom points are the primary 
diagnostic artifacts associated with the Paleoindian period (Collins 1995; Turner and Hester 
1999). 
3.2 ArchAIc perIod
The Archaic Period (8000–1200 BP) spans nearly 7,000 years of prehistory. In Texas, the 
primary cultural marker of this period is the burned rock midden (Collins 2004:119). These 
piles of burned limestone, sandstone, and other lithic debris represent the remains of multiple 
ovens that were used, reused, and discarded over time. Their appearance signifies a shift from 
a big-game hunting subsistence strategy to a less mobile, generalized subsistence strategy. 
Projectile points also changed; lanceolate-shaped points gave way to dart points that were 
stemmed and barbed (Black 1989). During the Archaic period, the climate changed from wet 
and mild conditions seen in the Paleoindian stage to warmer and drier conditions. Researchers 
believe that the changes in climate influenced prehistoric subsistence strategies (Story 1985:38–
39; Weir 1976) Although many Archaic period manifestations in South Texas resemble that of 
Central Texas, the lithic tradition of South Texas peoples continue to rely heavily on smaller 
triangular-shaped points and bifaces, over the bifurcated stem points that came to dominate 
Central Texas assemblages of the same period.
The Archaic period is typically divided into three sub-stages: early, middle and late. The Early 
Archaic stage is still relatively obscure in the archeological record. The majority of Early 
Archaic sites are distributed around the Edwards Plateau along the eastern and southern margins, 
suggesting concentrations near reliable water sources with a variety of food resources. These 
sites are generally described as small with highly diverse tool assemblages. Cultural material 
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associated with Early Archaic sites are points (specifically Angostura, Early Split Stem, and 
Martindale-Uvalde; Collins 2004), Clear Fork and Guadalupe bifaces, manos, hammerstones, 
burins, metates, circular scrapers, and various biface styles, suggesting specialized tool usage. 
Also, burials have been found associated with this stage—although very few (Prewitt 1981; 
Story 1985).
During the Middle Archaic, the climate became very warm and dry. The number and size of 
burned rock middens from this period increased dramatically, leading many archeologists to 
posit not only a population increase, but also intensification in the types of food processing 
typically done in earth ovens. Types of projectile points that frequently occur on Middle Archaic 
sites are Bulverde, Langtry, and Kinney dart points (Hall et al. 1986). Other materials found 
among Middle Archaic assemblages are an increase of wooden and bone implements, plant 
processing implements, and the intensive use of large burned rock features. Burials during this 
stage become more frequent than in the previous stage.
During the Late Archaic, climatic conditions once again became more mesic. Cultural traditions 
observed in the Middle Archaic carry over into the Late Archaic. There is an intensification 
of the Middle Archaic traditions as well as newly developed ones. Trade is observed during 
this period with the exchanging of material from different localities. Coastal materials, such as 
shells used as ornaments, have been reported to have been exchanged for both finished tools 
and raw material (Story 1985). Rock ovens and hearths were continuously used as a means 
to prepare food, and bison once again became available. Ritualized mortuary practice became 
more common during the Late Archaic with interments becoming quite elaborate in terms 
of associated burial furniture. Large cemeteries were established along drainages suggesting 
the importance of the location, and perhaps territorial ties by groups to these localities (Story 
1985). Location of these cemeteries “are believed to be the result of the same cultural group 
using a place on the landscape to reaffirm their rights of descent and control/access to critical 
resources” (Taylor 1998; Taylor et al. 1995:627–631).
3.3 lAte prehIstorIc perIod
Of the prehistoric stages, the Late Prehistoric stage (1200–400 BP) is the best defined, marked 
by the presence of the bow and arrow and by the production of small arrow points (Hester 
1981:122). The emergence of agriculture and ceramics also occurred in the Late Prehistoric. 
While incipient agricultural and ceramic use is evident in South Texas, most researchers 
believe that these technologies diffused into South Texas from other regions (Bousman et al. 
1990). Much of the ample evidence for late prehistoric lifeways indicates that people exploited 
a wide range of animal and plant resources for their diets. Food processing techniques relied 
heavily on manos (hand held grinding stone), metates (a large slab that plant material was 
ground against with a mano to process food), and earth ovens for cooking. Diagnostic artifacts 
of this period include Scallorn, Edwards, and Perdiz arrow points. Sites tend to be more closely 
clustered around creeks rather than dispersed along other landforms, suggesting intensifying 
nucleation around reliable natural resources. 
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3.4 protohIstorIc And hIstorIc perIod
Since the late AD 1500s, Europeans entered South and Central Texas only sporadically, and 
did not settle there until around AD 1700 (Webb 1952). First European contact on the Texas 
coast most likely began with the landing of Cabeza de Vaca and the Narvaez expedition 
survivors in 1528. Later, Spanish incursions recorded insightful information on various Native 
American tribes like the Payaya, collectively referred to as the Coahuiltecans, who at one 
point lived in the area around modern-day San Antonio. Late seventeenth-century accounts 
describe these people as family units of hunter-gatherers that resided near streams and springs, 
in areas conducive to nut harvesting. These camps were revisited on a seasonal basis, allowing 
interaction with different groups along the way, as well as bison hunting in open grassland 
settings (Campbell 1983:349–351; Hester 1989:80). By the eighteenth century, the cultural 
integrity of the Coahuiltecans was significantly compromised by European settlers and 
invasive neighboring Native American groups such as the Tonkawa and the Lipan Apache, 
made possible through access to European horses. Efficiently skilled Comanche horsemen, 
in turn, displaced the Lipan Apache culture, effectuating continuous raids on European and 
Native American settlements alike in Central Texas (Hester 1989:82–83).
In response to the continuous threat of Apache and Comanche raiders, as well as the French 
incursion into East Texas, a series of Spanish missions and presidios were erected along the 
San Antonio River during the eighteenth century. The Spanish governor of Coahuila and Texas, 
Joseph de Azlor y Virto de Vera, Marques de San Miguel de Aguayo, established San Antonio 
as the focus of European settlement (Cox 1997).
From its establishment as a Spanish mission in 1718, San Antonio gradually grew as a provincial 
town. In 1821, Spain lost several continental territories when it recognized the independence 
of Mexico. At this time, San Antonio mostly consisted of a group of flat-roofed stone and 
adobe buildings centered around Main and Military plazas. Eventually, the newly independent 
Mexican government began granting impresario contracts to allow more prominent Anglo 
settlement to facilitate the town’s development. Stephen F. Austin, one such settler, spearheaded 
a movement by Anglo and Mexican settlers against Mexican authority. 
As a sort of crossroads location, San Antonio de Bexar played an integral role in Texas 
Independence. At its center stood Mission San Antonio de Valero (known commonly as the 
Alamo), which brandished more cannons than any fort west of the Mississippi. Mission Valero 
changed hands several times during the fight for Texas Independence, falling victim to Mexican 
siege in 1836. The many battles took a terrible toll in lives and property, leaving San Antonio 
nearly deserted for some time (Fox 1979). After becoming the Republic of Texas the same 
year, following the decisive Battle at San Jacinto, the territory later joined the United States in 
1845. 
The town slowly grew from a rustic Mexican villa to a lively and fast-paced commercial 
center. Still a major crossroads, San Antonio served as a key staging area for General Zachary 
Taylor’s mobilization efforts during the War with Mexico. Despite the large numbers of troops 
that Texas committed to the American Civil War, the Confederate State of Texas was only 
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involved in five engagements with the Union army. San Antonio’s main function during the 
Civil War was that of a shipping hub for supplies imported from Mexico to be shipped to 
Confederate lines in the early 1860s (Webb 1952). The town also suffered a major cholera 
epidemic in 1866. In 1877, the first railroad reached San Antonio. After the arrival of railroads, 
San Antonio property values increased in part due to the land-for-rail policy and the decline of 
the open-ranching economy, leading to the land around San Antonio being increasingly settled. 
During the 1886–1905 land boom in Texas, land surveys were conducted hastily according to 
numerous different methods. Not until the oil boom were land surveys conducted with more 
precision. Over the decades, immigration and population numbers increased, particularly 
during wartime of the 1940s. The city of San Antonio eventually developed stable military 
bases, educational institutions, tourism, and a medical research complex.
3.5 prevIous InvestIgAtIons
Prior to field investigations, AmaTerra archeologists conducted a review of records maintained 
by the THC, noting all previously recorded archeological sites within a one kilometer (1,000 m 
or 3,280 ft) radius of the project area. 
There are no archeological sites documented within the project area. Two sites (41BX1607 
and 41BX1971) are located approximately 480 m (1,575 ft) and 895 (2,936 ft) m north and 
northwest (respectively) of the northern boundary of the project area, while an additional site 
(41BX1608) is located about 770 m (2,526 ft) east of the eastern boundary (Figure 2). 
Site 41BX1971 was recorded in 2013 by SWCA for the Rancho Del Lago project and consists 
of a small prehistoric campsite measuring approximately 75 x 65 m (246 x 213 ft). The site was 
recommended having low research potential. 
Site 41BX1607 was recorded in 2004 by PBS&J as part of the Kendall-Cagnon 138 kV 
Transmission Line Survey for City Public Service Energy (CPS) of San Antonio under Texas 
Antiquities Permit 3563. The site is described as a historic ranch with a livestock pen, concrete 
dipping vat, water tank, and windmill dating to the mid twentieth century. The site is considered 
ineligible for National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) listing, or as a State Antiquities 
Landmark (SAL) due to its low research potential. 
Finally, Site 41BX1608, recorded as part of the same survey as 41BX1607, consists of a 
historic barn and cistern with little to no research value. This site is not considered NRHP or 
SAL eligible. 
In addition, no previously recorded surveys have been conducted within the project boundary, 
although a survey has been completed near the northeastern portion of the parcel (see Figure 2). 
This survey, conducted by PBS&J in 2005 under Texas Antiquities number 3563, resulted in 
the recording of several sites, two of which (41BX1607 and 1608) are described above. 
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Figure 2. Previous archeological investigations.
This figure has been redacted due to site sensitive information.
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chApter 4
results of fIeld InvestIgAtIons
4.1 methods
Field methods for this project were defined for compliance with THC survey standards for 100 
percent intensive area survey of projects greater than 100 acres. The ground surface within the 
surveyed portions of the project area was visually examined for cultural material. Additionally, 
shovel tests were excavated to 80 centimeters (cm; 31 in.) or until a restrictive soil level was 
encountered, whichever came first, in order to evaluate the remainder of the project area.
In their review of the proposed development, the COSA OHP recommended that backhoe 
trenching be included in the survey scope. Backhoe trenches were placed along Potranco 
Creek, which was deemed higher probability for containing intact, deeply buried deposits 
in and around the area where buried utilities are proposed. Selective screening with ¼-inch 
hardware cloth was performed in deposits which appeared likely to contain cultural material. 
Trench walls were examined for any features indicative of archeological sites (hearths, cultural 
soils, artifacts, burned rock, etc.). When investigators encountered cultural material or possible 
cultural material from trenches, additional soil was screened from that level. Detailed notes 
were made regarding soil horizons, soil type and consistency, and Munsell color. Following 
excavation, a vertical profile was drawn of one trench wall, which was then photographed. 
Immediately afterward, the trench was backfilled. 
A total of 83 shovel tests were excavated in support of this project. THC standards dictate that 
an area the size of this parcel (303 acres) requires a minimum of three shovel tests per acre, 
or 101 shovel tests. However, AmaTerra archeologists concluded that 83 shovel tests were 
sufficient to properly evaluate the project area due to the level of disturbance in the central and 
southern portion of the parcel, and the shallow, deflated soils in the northwest portion of the 
project area. 
Shovel tests were at least 30 cm (12 in.) in diameter and excavated in 20-cm (8 in.) levels. 
All excavated material from shovel tests was screened through ¼-inch mesh. For each level, 
the texture and Munsell color of the excavated sediments were recorded together with any 
cultural items present. The location of each subsurface test was recorded using a hand-held 
GPS receiver. Archeologists documented the effort through field notes and photographs.
The eastern portion of the project area contained a transmission line corridor and a previously 
installed sewer line following the creek. No shovel tests or backhoe trenches were placed in 
these areas of disturbance. 
Two sites were recorded as a result of this survey: 41BX2063 and 41BX2064. Both sites were 
evaluated for SAL and local landmark potential and found to be ineligible.
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4.2 results
The project area is located in a rural setting, consisting of pasture and farmland (Figure 3). 
The landscape is generally flat, with the terrain rising steeply in elevation toward the northwest 
corner. Vegetation consists primarily of new growth mesquite and short grasses in the central and 
southern portions of the project area with some hackberry and spiny hackberry along Potranco 
Creek. The higher elevation area contains a slightly different vegetative zone consisting of a 
mix of juniper, mesquite, prickly pear cactus, and mountain laurel. 
Areas of disturbance observed during the survey included a transmission line through the 
northeastern portion of the project area along Potranco Creek; an underground sewer line, which 
follows the bed of the creek along the entire eastern boundary of the parcel; the previously 
mentioned agricultural terracing in the central portion of the project area; broad deflation and 
erosion in the northwestern section; and general plowing and agricultural activity throughout 
the survey area.
4.2.1 Pedestrian Survey and Shovel Testing
Eighty three shovel tests supplemented the pedestrian surface survey in order to identify buried 
artifacts and assess the depth of observed surface disturbances. 
Shovel testing encountered no subsurface cultural material. The soils in the central portion of 
the project area were thick, compact clays over degraded limestone or gravel ranging in color 
from very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) and dark grayish brown (10YR 4/2) clay to a depth 
of 45–70 cm below surface (cmbs) before encountering restrictive gravels or compact soils. 
Soils in the southern areas of the property were similar to the central portion: thick, compact 
dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) clay to about 45 cmbs, at which point soils became too compact 
to excavate deeper by hand digging. The northwestern portion of the project area had very thin, 
deflated soils with bedrock exposed in some areas. What soils existed were silty dark yellowish 
brown (10YR3/4) clay over degraded limestone bedrock at around 5–10 cmbs. The eastern 
edge, near Potranco creek contained highly compact, very dark grayish brown (10YR3/2) silty 
clay loam over degraded bedrock. 
In addition to the shovel testing, archeologists observed a cutbank within a small drainage 
feeding into Potranco Creek just north of the cobble field (see Figure 3). Clearly visible in the 
cutbank is a soil profile that demonstrates a soil type common to this area of the parcel with 
very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) clay in the upper 30–40 cmbs, over lighter brown (10YR 
4/3) clay. The lowest level consists of a pinkish gray (7.5YR 7/2) friable clay with caliche 
inclusions (Figure 4).
Archeologists found a large chert cobble field consisting of small to large (<2.5–15-cm 
diameter) cobbles in the southern part of the parcel. These cobbles represent a very sparse lithic 
procurement area. Many of the chert cobbles have been fragmented from plowing activity, 
resulting in chert flakes similar to those produced as a result of tool production. These flakes 
are difficult to distinguish from verifiable artifacts. However, three confirmed lithic artifacts 
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Figure 3. Survey results map.
This figure has been redacted due to site sensitive information.
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were observed (see Figure 3). These Isolated 
Occurrences (IOs) consisted of a possible 
bifacial thinning flake labeled IO 1, and two 
noncortical flakes measuring between 2.5 and 
3.8 cm in length (IO 2 and IO 3; Figures 5, 6, 
and 7). These artifacts were considered IOs 
and not part of the main site because of their 
placement in a heavily terraced agricultural 
field. They have been redeposited in their 
current locations and are not in situ. Because 
of the presence of these flakes, the abundance 
of chert cobbles, and the probable use as the 
area for lithic procurement, the area has been 
recorded as Site 41BX2063, discussed below. 
GPS points and photographs in the field 
were taken of this possible cultural material; 
however, given the level of agricultural 
activity in this area, the flakes are no longer 
in context and could have been relocated 
from areas outside the project area.
The central portion (see Figure 3) of the 
project area has been noticeably disturbed 
through terracing (Figure 8). This terracing 
has had a significant impact on the integrity 
of the land surface with furrows being as deep as one meter in places. Also observed in this 
section was a network of broken concrete laid out in east to west transect lines, spaced roughly 
125 m (1,968 ft) apart (Figure 9). Metal brackets that appear to have been used to elevate 
the concrete above the ground surface were observed in regular intervals of 15–20 m (49–65 
ft) along the lines (Figure 10). These landscape features are clearly visible in a 2004 aerial 
Figure 4. Cutbank observed north of cobble field (41BX2063).
Figure 5. Isolated Occurance 1.
Figure 6. Isolated Occurance 2.
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Figure 7. Isolated Occurance 3.
Figure 8. Evidence of 
land terracing in central 
portion of project area.
Figure 9. Broken-
up concrete.
Figure 10. Metal bracket associated 
with broken-up concrete.
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Figure 11. Project area over a 2004 aerial photograph.
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photograph (Figure 11). The landowner’s representative (Paul Schroeder) did not know any 
details about the property’s land-use history, although a review of historic aerials indicate that 
these features were erected sometime between 1963 and 1966 (Figures 12 and 13). A review 
of aerial photographs suggest that these features were in fact concrete channels at one time, and 
that they were demolished by 2008 (Figure 14). It is likely that they were constructed in order 
to provide irrigation for crops.  
Figure 12. Project area over a 1963 aerial photograph.
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Figure 13. Project area over a 1966 aerial photograph.
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Figure 14. Project area over a 2008 aerial photograph.
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Two earthen stock tanks were observed in the central section of the property. The northern 
most stock tank is dry and no longer used or maintained (Figure 15). The southern tank once 
had two rectangular metal roof structures adjacent to it along its western periphery. These 
structures, which appear to be barns, do not appear in the 1963 or 1966 aerials, although they 
are evident in the 2004 image (see Figures 12 and 13). By 2008, both of these structures had 
been demolished (see Figure 14) leaving a timber pile, which is still on the property (Figure 
16). This timber pile likely represents what is left of one or both of the metal roof structures 
observed in the 1966 aerial image (see Figure 13). The timber pile consisted of rusted sheet 
metal panels, plank board timbers with wire cut nails, and other types of trash such as tires, 
and a few fragmented, unmarked bricks. Investigators also observed six wooden posts, most 
likely representing the remains of a small dock or pier, extending into the east side of the stock 
tank (Figure 17). Three shovel tests placed in the vicinity of the stock tank did not uncover 
any buried cultural material. Given the lack of archeological material on the surface and in 
shovel tests, and the mid-1960s construction date of the features, this area was not recorded as 
an archeological site.
A small circular concrete tank used to provide water for livestock was observed along the 
eastern edge of the property on the west bank of Potranco Creek. The tank was constructed out 
of poured concrete with a wire mesh reinforcement. A metal pipe and spigot extend from the 
side and appear to have been connected to a water line at some point. At the time of survey, the 
tank was full of leaves and debris (Figure 18). 
4.2.2 Backhoe Trenching
Four backhoe trenches were excavated along Potranco Creek. These ranged in width from 
110 cm (43 in.) to 130 cm (51 in.) and from 95 cm (37 in.) to 135 cm (53 in.) in depth, with 
length varying from 500 cm (197 in.) to 600 cm (236 in.) (see Figure 3). These trench locations 
were selected based, in part, on information provided by Paul Schroeder stating that the only 
expected deep impacts would be along Potranco Creek in the southeast section of the parcel. 
Backhoe trenching results are summarized in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Results of Backhoe Trenching.
BHT# Depth Length Stratigraphy Notes
1 1.35m (4.4ft) 5.2m (17.06ft)
0–50cm: dark brown silty clay loam (10YR 3/3); 
50–75cm: brown silty clay, very friable, occasional 
eroded caliche (10YR 4/3); 75–135cm: very hard, 
friable, eroded caliche with clay(7.5YR 4/2)
1 cobble and 1 flake 
(both possible tractor 
spall) @ 0–50 cmbs
2 1.2m (3.4ft) 6m (19.7ft)
0–35cm: compact silty clay (10YR 3/3); 35–85cm: 
very compact hard clay, blocky with caliche gravel 
(10YR 4/3); 85–120cm: very compact clay mixed 
with inundated caliche (7.5YR 7/4–7/6)
No cultural material
3 0.95m (3.1ft) 5.4m (17.7ft)
0–35cm: dark brown silty clay (10YR 3/3); 
35–65cm: dark brown hard, blocky, blocky, silty 
clay (10YR 3/2); 65–95cm: hard, friable clay 
with small caliche pebbles (7.5YR 4/2)
Abundant burned 
rock; 1 flake; 1 core; 
charcoal @ 0–20 cmbs
4 1m (3.3ft) 5m (16.4ft)
0–43cm: Silty clay loam (10YR 3/3); 43–65cm: compact 
dark clay (10YR 3/1); 65–100cm: compact dark brown 
clay mixed with lots of gravel and caliche (10YR 3/1)
Burned rock and 
a charcoal lens 
@ 20 cmbs
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Figure 15. Dry stock tank in 
northern portion of project area.
Figure 16. Timber pile near 
the southern stock tank.
Figure 17. Wooden posts 
near southern stock tank.
Figure 18. Concrete stock 
tank near Potranco Creek.
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Backhoe Trenches 1 and 2 were placed in the area where developers plan to install water and 
wastewater utility lines running to the residential development on the west bank of Potranco 
Creek. Both trenches revealed similar profiles consisting of dark brown silty loam overlying 
lighter colored, hard, friable, silty clay to a depth of about 75–85 cmbs. Indurated caliche 
underlays these soil zones, marking the end of alluvial Holocene deposits (Figures 19 and 20). 
One possible flake and one possible tested cobble were observed in the upper 50 cm of BHT 1. 
It is unclear whether these materials are in fact prehistoric or merely tractor spalls due to the 
amount of agricultural activity that has taken place in the area (Figure 21). 
Backhoe Trenches 3 and 4 were both placed north of BHTs 1 and 2 along the west bank 
of Potranco Creek where investigators noted what appeared to be fire-cracked rock scattered 
across the surface (Figure 22). Both trenches revealed soil profiles similar to what was observed 
in BHTs 1 and 2; and both trenches contained scattered burned rock in the upper 20 cm of the 
trenches. Backhoe Trench 3 contained a fire-cracked rock feature remnant buried 10–20 cmbs 
(Figure 23 and 24). An even more ephemeral remnant of another fire-cracked rock feature 
and a charcoal pit feature were observed in BHT 4, both in the upper 20 cmbs (Figure 25). 
Figure 19. BHT 1 profile drawing.
Figure 20. BHT 2 profile drawing.
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Figure 21. Possible lithic material found in BHT 1.
Figure 22. Burned rock scatter 
on surface near BHT 3.
Figure 23. 
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The presence of these feature remnants, combined with a very small quantity of debitage and 
scattered burned rock on the surface around the trenches led investigators to designate the area 
around BHTs 3 and 4 as an archeological site, which will be discussed in more detail below. 
4.2.3 Recorded Sites
Site 41BX2063
Site 41BX2063 is located in the southern portion of the project area within a previously plowed 
field (see Figure 3). The terrain is flat with new growth mesquite being the predominant 
vegetation. Potranco Creek is located to the east of the site area, and to the northwest, the 
elevation rises dramatically. 
The site is characterized by a lithic procurement area consisting of abundant cobbles found 
mainly on the surface of an open field. The chert cobbles were observed over a large area 
measuring approximately 800 m east to west by 330 m north to south. Despite the large number 
Figure 24. Photograph 
of feature in BHT 3.
Figure 25. BHT 4 profile drawing.
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of cobbles, not much material appears to have been intentionally worked. Investigators noted 
a sparse scatter of chert flakes, many of which are probable plow spalls, though some had the 
appearance of actual artifacts. Artifact density was less than one flake per 15 square m. No 
diagnostic materials were found. None of the shovel tests placed in the area were positive, 
indicating it is limited to the deflated disturbed ground surface.
Site 41BX2063, at least within the project area boundaries, has little to no research potential 
and is not considered eligible for SAL listing, or local designation. No further work is 
recommended.  
Site 41BX2064
Located on the west bank of Potranco Creek, Site 41BX2064 is a deflated prehistoric, 
shallowly-buried occupation site. The site is set on a flat bank between the creek and a plowed 
and terraced open field (see Figure 3). A barbed-wire fence defines the site area along the creek, 
separating the site area from the plowed field to the west. Investigators noted the surface and 
upper 30 cm of soils were disturbed. Short grasses and hackberry are the prominent vegetative 
species.
Investigators observed fire-cracked chert and limestone scattered on the surface over an area 
covering approximately 100 square m. No flakes or other artifacts were noted on the surface 
or in shovel tests around this area. Backhoe Trench 3 was excavated to assess the depth and 
density of the burned rock observed on the surface.
This trench revealed what was likely a loosely arranged burned rock feature at a depth of 
10–20 cm (see Figure 23). Trenching removed most of the rocks in the feature which was 
very loosely arranged in situ. Examination of backdirt and the trench profile suggested that 
this feature consisted of medium 
sized burned limestone and more 
than 40 chert cobbles, much 
of it fire-cracked and angular 
(Figure 26). This burned rock 
layer overlay a thin layer of very 
fine gravel and rabdotus shells. A 
piece of charcoal was observed 
in the trench wall mixed into the 
gravel lens below the rocks. The 
fire cracked rocks were clustered 
along the south wall of the trench 
and profile, and not observable 
on the north wall. The matrix 
surrounding the feature was 
thoroughly screened, but aside 
from the fire-cracked rock only a Figure 26. Burned rock from BHT3.
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core and a single flake were 
found (Figure 27). 
Excavation of the trench 
continued to a depth of 0.95 
m (3.1 ft) to pre-holocene age 
deposits. No additional cultural 
material was found. 
BHT 4 was excavated 
approximately 35 m south 
of BHT 3 within the surface 
scatter of fire-cracked rock. 
Examination of the west profile 
of BHT 4 revealed two burned 
rocks resting on top of a thin 
gravel lens at a depth of 20 cmbs (see Figure 25). Meanwhile, the north wall profile revealed a 
shallow charcoal and loose earth filled pit. The pit, positioned toward the east end of the trench 
was approximately 60–65 cm in width and extended from 17 cmbs to 25 cmbs (Figure 28). 
Investigators noted no burned rock, debitage, or bone from the matrix of the pit—just loose 
charcoal stained soil. 
The soil from the upper 20 cmbs of BHT 4 was thoroughly screened revealing very little 
material aside from two pieces of angular, fractured burned rock. No cultural material was 
observed in either trench below a depth of 30 cmbs.
Figure 28. Charcoal and loose earth filled pit in BHT4.
Figure 27. Core and flake from BHT3.
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Investigators believe that Site 41BX2064 is a severely deflated occupation site confined 
mainly to the surface and near surface of the west bank of Potranco Creek. The site is sparse 
and contains no diagnostic material. Material found in BHT 3 and BHT 4 consist of burned 
rock feature remnants (found in both backhoe trenches) and charcoal pit (found in BHT 4), 
suggesting some prehistoric occupation in the area. 
However, among the screened soil and careful examination of the profile from these features, 
investigators found only one core and one flake with no other artifacts. Moreover, these features 
are all in the upper 20–25 cm with no stratigraphic separation or integrity. Burned rocks were 
observed scattered on the surface around the trenches with no apparent patterning and or 
associated artifacts or lithic debris. Due to surface visibility of fire-cracked rock, the shallow 
depth of the features, and the disturbed ground surface in the surrounding area, investigators 
were able to define the site boundaries based on visual observation. Site 41BX2064 is not 
considered NRHP or SAL eligible.
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In December 2014, archeologists from AmaTerra conducted a survey on a 303-acre parcel of 
land in western San Antonio, Bexar County, Texas. This survey was performed for compliance 
with the COAS’s requirments defined in the city’s UDC. Work included a pedestrian survey 
supplemented with shovel testing and backhoe trenching. 
A total of 83 shovel tests were excavated and four backhoe trenches were placed along Potranco 
Creek. None of the shovel tests contained cultural material, but a burned rock surface scatter and 
potential burned rock feature was found in BHT 3 and BHT 4. The pedestrian survey found a 
landscape that has been greatly altered by agricultural activity, erosion, and disturbance caused 
by infrastructure projects, including the installation of a transmission line and a sewer line. The 
survey resulted in the recording of two new archeological sites: 41BX2063 and 41BX2064. 
Site 41BX2063 is interpreted as a lithic procurement site remnant. This site is spread over 
a large area in the southern portion of the parcel and is characterized as a very sparse lithic 
scatter with an artifact density of less than one artifact every 15 m. Shovel testing indicated 
that the site is limited to the ground surface only. Though the site likely extends south, outside 
of the survey boundary, these portions of 41BX2063 that are not considered eligible for NRHP 
or SAL listing. 
A second site, found during backhoe trenching, was recorded as 41BX2064 and consists of a 
fire-cracked rock surface scatter and possible subsurface burned rock feature at a depth of about 
20 cmbs located in BHT 3 and 4. No diagnostic material was found in either trench, though 
fire-cracked rock was found in both trenches and a shallow charcoal and loose earth pit were 
observed in BHT 4. One core and one flake were encountered in the upper 25 cm of BHT 3. 
The site is not very deep (upper 25 cmbs) and has no stratigraphic separation or integrity. 
Addtionaly, much of the fire-cracked rock and charcoal pit was removed during investigation. 
Site 41BX2064 has little to no research potential and is not considered eligible for NRHP or 
SAL listing.
No further archeological investigations with the proposed Tres Laurels project are recommended. 
Both newly recorded sites do not have the potential to yield significant new data and are not 
recommended for designation as a SAL or for listing on the NRHP. AmaTerra recommends 
that the Tres Laurels project be allowed to proceed as planned.
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